Content Management Solutions

FileBound Delivers Results
Documents and information drive your organization, and
your long-term success is dependent upon your ability to
control, manage, and distribute them. Without the right
solution it’s very difficult to make informed decisions,
process transactions profitably, maintain regulatory
compliance, and manage growth successfully. The question
is—how can you manage all these diverse needs?

FileBound is the Answer
FileBound is an affordable web-based Content Management Solution that addresses these issues for
organizations of all sizes. The challenge today is finding seamless solutions that control and manage information
created from disparate sources while stored in many different forms. These forms often include paper files,
archival box storage, document images, digital application files, computer print files, emails, faxes, web site
input, and many others. FileBound is designed to accept and combine this disparate content, organize it,
distribute it via workflow, store it and provide secure access when and where users need it.
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Business Process Management
FileBound workflow automates the
collaboration and assigment of tasks
to accelerate the completion of critical
business decisions.

This equates to

increased operation efficiencies, reduced
costs, and organizational scalability.
FileBound provides automated workflow
functionality which allows organizations
to re-engineer and streamline their
work processes. These processes can
be employed in numerous applications
to add management oversight to tasks that are impossible to control in
a manual paper-based environment. Since FileBound is inherently web
centric, workflow tasks can be distributed to knowledge workers across
geographically diverse organizations, outsourced or distributed according
to the current workload.
Typical applications that benefit from FileBound workflow include

Whether your needs call for simple
document imaging or complex
content management, FileBound Is
The Answer!
Searching for a solution priced and
scalable from a few to many users,
FileBound Is The Answer!
As an Outsourced ASP or In-house
solution, FileBound Is The Answer!
If your needs call for e-forms with
complex workflow processes,
FileBound Is The Answer!
If you require integration with core
applications, Microsoft Office, or
external data sources, FileBound Is
The Answer!
If you need to import images from
digital copiers and fax servers, or
provide distributed browser scanning,
FileBound Is The Answer!

vendorinvoice processing, human resource hiring processes, medical
transcription approvals, lab results routing, remote coding applications
and loan approval processes.

Physical File and Box Tracking
FileBound provides the ability to manage,
access, and control paper files and archival box
storage.
FileBound delivers this functionality by being
able to create color-coded labels with barcodes.
Files can be checked in or checked out to users, or requested from a central
fileroom via an email request. FileBound also manages archival box
storage. The user can request the file, which initiates a email notification
to the person responsible for fulfilling the request. The requesting user
can specify the method of fulfillment including return of the file or box,
faxing of specific pages, or having the system scan the file for quick image
viewing online.

FileBound is the choice
for affordable web-based
content management.

Our customers buy our solutions to:
» Gain control, manage and distribute document
images seamlessly with all existing digital content.

» Integrate their core line of business applications to
the documents and content that support them.

» Streamline business processes using
our affordable workflow module.

» Maintain regulatory compliance through secure
management and tracking of information access.

» Eliminate preprinted forms and provide
web access to critical forms using our
integrated e-forms capabilities.

» Outsource their content management needs.

FileBound is easy to cost justify, implement and maintain.
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